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Policy

Two evening examination periods have been established for daytime classes that require evening midterm examinations outside of their regularly scheduled class hours. The first 90-minute period is from 5:30 to 7:00 pm to accommodate examinations up to 90 minutes. Examinations can begin any time before or during this period as long as they end no later than 7:00 - 7:15 pm. The second period begins at 7:15 pm and will accommodate longer exams. Exceptions to this general policy may be authorized by the Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs. This policy does not apply to final exams, which are addressed in UW-862, Faculty Legislation II-105: Summary Period for Academic Semester.

Instructors of daytime courses who plan to give evening midterm exams must make a request to have this information that a class has evening exams in the Schedule of Classes on the course so students will be aware of potential conflicts with evening courses or other commitments. Whenever possible the times and/or dates of evening examinations should also be included in the syllabus and as part of the class notes in the enrollment application be footnoted.

Instructors who schedule evening examinations should make every possible effort to accommodate students with unavoidable conflicts. It is the instructor’s responsibility to assure that all students with conflicts between daytime courses with evening exams and evening courses are treated fairly and without penalty. If a scheduling conflict exists between the evening exam of a daytime course and a regularly scheduled evening course, then the evening course takes precedence over the exam.
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